
IFMA VIDEO BEST PRACTICES 
for SMART PHONE VIDEOGRAPHY

It has never been easier to record compelling video footage with a smart phone or a digital 
camera and broadcast it to anyone. Simply pull the smart phone from your pocket, click record, 
and you have footage you can quickly edit using an App and distribute instantly. However, 
even with these technological tools, it can still be a challenge to get the professional-looking 
results you desire. Here are some best practices that IFMA members and partners can use 
to make their video projects come to life. These tips and tricks are brought to you by IFMA’s  
Videographer, Yonas Woldetsadik, and focuses on actions you and your team can take when 

using a smart phone (or other hand held device) and other equipment you may already have.

FILM HORIZONTALLY

First and foremost, always shoot video holding your phone or camera horizontally. Many 
videographers hold their phone vertically, exactly as they would when shooting a still 
photograph. It’s important to remember that computer monitors, televisions, even websites, 
all have landscape-oriented displays. Your finished video will look amazing when it’s shape and 

orientation match that of the screen it is viewed upon. 

USE A TRIPOD

For stable shots, use a tripod. The slightest hand 
movements can impact the professionalism of 
your video. Most digital cameras can be used 
with a basic tripod, and adapter clips available 
on the market to help smart phones  work well 
with tripods. With a simple and inexpensive 
tripod set up, you’ll never have unstable footage 
again.

Tripod Mount

Arkon Tripod Mount for 
iPhone X iPhone 8 7 6S 
Plus iPhone 8 7 6S Galaxy 
Note 8 5 S8 S7

Price: $20

https://www.amazon.com/Arkon-iPhone-Tripod-Galaxy-Retail/dp/B00SZHIESK/ref=pd_bxgy_421_img_2/140-4650375-8773865?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B00SZHIESK&pd_rd_r=082b28fd-8327-11e9-9c4a-ff62a9822dac&pd_rd_w=wxpbr&pd_rd_wg=b3MWg&pf_rd_p=a2006322-0bc0-4db9-a08e-d168c18ce6f0&pf_rd_r=1WEJ7D8TSZG6BF5PN4B4&psc=1&refRID=1WEJ7D8TSZG6BF5PN4B4


CONSIDER LIGHTING

The best lighting source to use is free and accessible for almost everyone: 
the sun. Natural lighting looks great in almost every instance. Face your 
subject toward a window for great natural light. Never have the window 
behind the subject because they will look like a silhouette in your video. 
You can always invest on a small lighting kit for as little as $50 or build 
your own out of supplies from your local hardware store.

                    Professional light kits under $100(click on the link): 
                     Neewer 2 x 160 Led Dimmable
                    SAMTIAN 2-Pack Dimmable

AUDIO RECORDING

Most of the time, recording audio directly from the camera’s built-in microphone will suffice, 
however, the built-in microphone in your smart phone is very sensitive and picks up all kinds 
of noises from your surroundings. If you plan to use your phone’s built-in microphone,  find a 
relatively quiet, indoor location to do the filming. 

Shooting in the great outdoors, however, can be challenging due to unwanted background 
noises mainly from wind. But some preparation and practice will have you ready to tackle those 
projects, and you’ll have some impressive audio to show for your efforts.

When shooting outdoors, use external microphones such as a lapel, a hand held or a 
shotgun microphone to get a professional quality audio. Even with the use of these types of 
microphones, using natural barriers such as buildings, rocks and trees greatly helps to block out 
the noise even more. Simply position the subject with his/her back to the noise and that way 
his/her body will block a great deal of noise and can make an impractical setup feasible. 
See examples below:

A directional microphone, 
the VideoMicro reduces 
distracting peripheral 
sounds and focuses on 
the audio in front of the 
camera

Price: $60

Rode VideoMicroLavalier Microphone

BOYA by M1 Lavalier 
Microphone for 
Smartphones Canon 
Nikon DSLR Cameras 
Camcorders Audio 
Recorder PC

Price: $20

Led Light with a stand

Price: $50

https://www.amazon.com/Neewer- Dimmable-Lighting-Digital-Camcorder/dp/B00Z8YDRTY/ref=sr_1_8?keywords=video+light+kit+under+%24100&qid=1559308857&s=gateway&sr=8-8	
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01N7KF5K9/ref=sspa_dk_detail_7?psc=1&pd_rd_i=B01N7KF5K9&pd_rd_w=9gbJo&pf_rd_p=8a8f3917-7900-4ce8-ad90-adf0d53c0985&pd_rd_wg=6zdNF&pf_rd_r=3K0MC8ZZ22ET76QBAE38&pd_rd_r=fa904759-83a6-11e9-8ec8-f37f2ab7fd5a
https://www.amazon.com/Rode-VideoMicro-Compact-Camera-Microphone/dp/B015R0IQGW/ref=sr_1_3?gclid=Cj0KCQjw_r3nBRDxARIsAJljleF00EK3TZzDrUJ8jDHkVDADzEKgNMlM5kJd5hDs_C9XBRdhqsNDVMAaAu4WEALw_wcB&hvadid=233484318642&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=9027657&hvnetw=g&hvpos=1t1&hvqmt=e&hvrand=2343782342929656646&hvtargid=kwd-200240601899&hydadcr=18447_10280476&keywords=rhode+video+micro&qid=1559255264&s=gateway&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/BOYA-Lavalier-Microphone-Smartphones-Camcorders/dp/B00MRMU2HU/ref=sxin_0_ac_d_rm?gclid=Cj0KCQjw_r3nBRDxARIsAJljleFLOnofWLWOoMpY_zSSgnTvHEcC8ng6H7o79TZzSYy0xf-Bt_KNDtoaAklQEALw_wcB&hvadid=241929366461&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=9027657&hvnetw=g&hvpos=1t2&hvqmt=e&hvrand=9570987266679817762&hvtargid=kwd-85775514301&hydadcr=24665_10401006&keywords=boys+by-m1&pd_rd_i=B00MRMU2HU&pd_rd_r=bfe3ce57-5a10-44fe-b91d-b8867113414f&pd_rd_w=nVBAL&pd_rd_wg=oZRgx&pf_rd_p=833bcaa2-53fb-437c-9a95-7bbac02e4a33&pf_rd_r=NE6JPTE1V8HQJ8EV0FRP&qid=1559253883&s=gateway
https://www.homedepot.com/p/Husky-3500-Lumen-Portable-LED-Work-Light-K40069/207186708


EXPOSURE & FOCUS

Smart phones and digital cameras will automatically detect and adjust exposure and focus 
accordingly. Auto-focus is great for taking quick snapshots, but while recording video, you’ll 
want to have more manual control and lock these down so they don’t adjust and leave your 
footage over-exposed and out of focus.

To focus your video, most smart phones allow you to simply tap on your subject using the 
default app to manually lock exposure and focus on your subject. This can be adjusted whilst 
filming if necessary.

USE MAXIMUM RESOLUTION – PHONE SETTING

Most smart phone video capture apps are easy to use, but unless you specifically select it, they 
probably won’t capture video at maximum resolution. The reason is that the more pixels or the 
more detail you capture, the harder the phone’s processor chip has to work and draw on the 
battery. As a result, many phones will choose a ‘medium’ detail by default and leave you to 
set the ‘fine’ or ‘high’ detail mode yourself. But make no mistake — you want that ‘fine’ detail 
mode to capture the best quality your phone can give you. Some Android phone apps will give 
you the actual video resolution options in the app’s video settings; for example, 2160p, 1080p 
or 720p video. Always go for the highest quality available and make sure your phone is properly 
charged before filming

RULE OF THIRDS

While there are plenty of technical 
aspects to video, don’t forget the 
creative side as well. One simple rule 
for achieving artistic results is the 
‘rule of thirds’ — imagine dividing 
the video frame (LCD screen) into a 
3 x 3 grid. Ideally, you want to frame 
different aspects of the video image 
so that they fit loosely within this 3 x 
3 grid of squares.

One method that always works well is setting your subject in an outer square facing towards 
the center. It also allows you to later overlay text on the opposite side if required.



CLEAN THE LENS

Here is one last tip for the road. Although it seems obvious and something you’d think to 
do on a DSLR camera, we often forget to clean the camera lens on our smart phones. Unless 
you’re aiming for that soft-focus look, you can’t expect to get the best quality your phone has 
to offer if you’ve got dumpling-sauce all over the lens. It happens to the best of us! Next time 
you clean your phone’s touchscreen panel, remember to give the lens on the back the once-
over as well.

Using these best practices, the tools that are available to you and your own ingenuity, you 
can create a terrific video. Remember to do a few takes, trying new ideas as you go, to help 
you learn what works to create the video that works best for your media goals. The best thing 
about digital video, is that it requires no film, so you can just delete mistakes and try again.


